
Woolloomooloo Rising

Meeting Minutes 30 June 2011

Present: Carol Ann, Amir, Carlyn,Sage, Helen, Oli, Dougie,  - George late

Reporting Back:

George and Amir still to write letter to Talbot

Sage received letter from Pru Goward’s Office – only says that a response will be prepared...

Survey Feedback:

Carol Ann, Carlyn and Sage both trialled the survey. Overall people seemed to like the questions.

Needed some prompting on the ‘Rights’ question. It was acknowledged that using a conversational

style and tone gave people time to think and respond.

Carol Ann questioned whether we needed the preamble at the beginning. It was decided to leave it

as is.

Place of origin question: - is it necessary? A bit confusing, what’s the purpose? Changed to Cultural

identity.

Action: Those who can make it will meet Saturday Night: 5:15 – 6:30 in Tom Uren Square. Sage to

make copies of survey

Action: Carlyn will set up tally form on google docs

Group Decision Making Process:

Neither George or Amir were present for most of this discussion and it was recognised that it was

important that everyone be there.

Most people agreed in principle with the notions of Consensus:

Pro’s:

● Unity

● Involves respect for the group as a whole – more important than individual view.

● Have to listen to each other and work together

Con’s:

● Time Consuming and slow

● Can lead to tension

● Stalls action

● Idealistic

● Can be hijacked by one person

Ways around some of the issues:

Someone with objections can choose to abstain from voting and have their differences noted

Someone has ultimate vote

Bring in outsider.

Discussed the idea of aiming for consensus with three rounds of discussion/voting, but recognise

that one person could still hold things up. Should we have a 75% majority to stop one person from

hijacking??

Need to think these things through.

Action: Carlyn to look in a group that uses consensus and find out how this works.

Membership:

We didn’t get any further on this one.



Some groups use a membership fee as a way of keeping ‘riffraff’ out of decision making.

Questions:

Carlyn raised issues around some of our key values of independence and using our own resources.

This is our ideal but the reality is that HopeStreet resources are still heavily relied upon.

Oli raised the issue: Is perception of HopeStreet owning the initiative an issue? Most people wanted

to work to manage that perception and seek to minimise this as much as possible.

Action: Carol Ann will follow up the potential use of Mary MacDonald as a meeting space

Next week we will divvy up the responsibilities of minute taking and facilitating discussion so that the

load is evenly spread.

AGENDA FOR NEXT MEETING:

Identify roles and responsibilities for the session

Discuss the survey with rough sleepers – how did it go, do we need other sessions, initial results?

Decision Making and Membership

Criteria for selecting issues for action – template.


